
 
 Exhibition Application 
 General Information

 1.   It is the exhibitors responsibility to install artworks, manage artwork sales, signage for the title of the exhibition, 
       artwork labels, printed exhibition flyers, digital e-flyers, promotion of the exhibition and a launch event. 
       The Campbelltown Arthouse will assist with promotion via our website, email, Facebook, Instagram, Nabo and      
       media releases where possible.

 2.   Once accepting an offer to exhibit at the Gallery, exhibitors must make every effort to honour the specified
       dates. An exhibitor must provide at least three months’ notice to cancel an exhibition. Any cancellations within
       three months of the commencement date of the exhibition will incur a cancellation fee of 80% of the total
       exhibition fee.

 3.   On accepting an offer to exhibit at the Gallery you will be issued a 30 day invoice within two weeks for the full
       Gallery hire fee to secure your exhibition.

 4.    Exhibitors are required to attain Campbelltown Arthouse membership. $40 p/a or concession $20 p/a.

 5.   The Gallery retains a 15% commission on all artwork sales made during the exhibition period.

 6.    A minimum of 80% of the items within any exhibition must be available for sale.

 7.   Exhibitors are responsible for ensuring all artworks are installed on time and for collecting and deinstalling their  
       artwork at the close of the exhibition.

 8.   Light works can be stuck to the wall using 3M Command Hanging Strips. (eg works on paper or unframed work).

 9.   The Gallery utilises two hanging systems - a track system and Victorian hanging system - nylon cords from picture           
       rail that hooks onto D-rings. Ideally framed works should be fixed with D-rings secured 5cm from the top of the    
       frame. Hanging works must not exceed 1.9m high or be more than 8kgs in weight.

 10.   For group exhibitions consisting of five (5) or more participating members two members are to be 
         nominated as primary contacts with the Gallery Coordinator, to facilitate the exhibition requirements.
 
 11.   Public programs, including art classes, artist’s talks, workshops and education programs can be developed by    
         the Gallery to run alongside exhibitions. Exhibitors who would like to develop a public program must do so in 
         conjunction with Gallery Management. 

 12.   The Gallery Coordinator has the right to reject the installation of any artwork considered to be unsafe or 
         inappropriate for display.

 13.   Visitors to the Gallery are permitted to take photographs with hand-held devices for personal use only. Images      
         photographed under this policy cannot be reproduced or used commercially.

 14.   After the opening, all works purchased must stay in the Gallery until the conclusion of the exhibition.

 15.   While all due care will be taken with supplied items, Campbelltown Arthouse Inc. is not responsible for
         loss, theft or damage. Suppliers are responsible for their own insurance cover of their exhibition content while
         on display at the Gallery and in transit.

16.    We encourage exhibitors to gallery sit whenever possible but this is not compulsory. Exhibitors will receive 2      
         keys for the duration of their exhibition, one for the screen doors and one for the wooden doors so you may have 
         access anytime. 

 Contact:          Gallery Coordinator     
           Campbelltown Arthouse Inc.
           168 Montacute Road,
           Rostrevor, SA 5073

            Email: campbelltownarthouse@gmail.com


